WORKFORCE INSIGHTS
SAP ® Powered by SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP SuccessFactors®
Delivered by GP Strategies®

GP Strategies Insights solutions provide better understanding of what shapes your
workforce so you can make better people decisions. The package is SAP Qualified
and based on well-defined key performance indicators (KPIs) that make a difference.
Built on SAP Analytics Cloud, the Workforce Insights package has fast time to value
with low risk and high value guaranteed - at a fixed price.

Your
Unique
Requirements
GP Strategies Expertise
The preconfigured package supports your organization
on your path from tactical reporting to implementing a
people analytics strategy that optimizes your business
performance.
The Workforce Insights package measures workforce composition, workforce diversity, and voluntary termination by
analyzing company structures, regions, job families, part
time/full time positions, and others.

Industry Requirements
Best Practise KPIs

WORKFORCE INSIGHTS
Workforce Insights is delivered as a turnkey
solution in 3 weeks. The delivery follows SAP
Activate methodology. The package includes
8 full days of consulting support, and
GP Strategies delivers hypercare support for
2 weeks following go live.

GP Strategies is a veteran in SAP Cloud solutions and has a proud legacy of
successful engagements. Read more about our SAP Analytics Cloud services here.
https://www.gpstrategies-sfpractice.com/sap-analytics-cloud-packaged-solutions

Prepare

Set up system baseline,
prepare system configuration,
define workbooks and other
artefacts

Realize

Solution configuration, client
review, and final approval

Insights

Start sharing new workforce
insights, and help drive
strategic initiatives, driving
added value to the business

SAP
Best Practices

Methodology

Guided
Configuration

SAPACTIVATE

Explore

Configuration workshop to
determine relevant KPIs and
data acquisition

Deploy

Lead system administration
training, ensure hand over to the
support team, and begin hypercare

HAVE QUESTIONS?

Contact us 24/7
+45 4196 2808
eebert@gpstrategies.com
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